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A NCTTE ON THE TWO DIMENSIONAL SURFACE IN 
FOUR DIMENSIONAL EQUIAFFINE SPACE

E. T. Ivlev, O. V. Rozhkova and Hai Gon Je

Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the existence of the two 
dimensional surface m four dimensional equiaffine space and 아iax- 
actenze that surface

0. Introduction

In [7-이 an invariant clothing of the families of two dimensional 

and m dimensional planes in four dimensional and 2m dimensional 

equiaffine space (m > 2) respectively, has been earned out. By this 

construction the case when the family of two dimensional planes en

velops some two dimensional surface in 난le four dimensional space A4 

and the family of m dimensional planes envelops some m dimensional 

surfaces m is taken out of consideration

This article is devoted to an invariant construction of clothings of 

the fannhes of two dimensional planes in A4 enveloping some two di

mensional general surface S2 that is, in fact, reduced to the study 

of the two dimensional surface in four dimensional equiaffine space. 

Therefore, this article is referred to the General Theory of surfaces (see 

references [3,4>6]).

In this article §1 is devoted to analytical apparatus, in which, in 

particular, an analytical construction of the canonical frame of the 

surface S》in A4 is brought, m §2 a Basic Theory of the Affine Theo호y 

of surfaces in A4 is proved. In §3 the clothing of a surface S2 is built

Notation and terminology correspond to the adopted in [1-9].
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1・ An analytical fixation of the frame

The surface & in A4 is a hodograph of the vector function of two 

arguments: f = f(u, v).

If 3* and 城 are the Pfaff's forms from these arguments, the deriv

ative formulas of a mobile reper are to be expressed as

⑴ 衫尸=, dez = 3切虹

where the forms 杼,cuf satisfy the structural equations

(2) Div1 =或 f\ 3； Duj, = 3?

Here the formulas 3；,说 3$ 3? by virtue of the condition of equiaffin

ity

(瓦虱為)=L

satisfy the differential correlation 3； + 度 + 3音 + 3爵=0.

When the frame changes, the main parameters ti, v remain constant 

but the secondary parameters, according to which the Pfaff ,s forms are 

denoted usually as 7「七 and differentiation as 6、change. We have

6f=护膈6& =粕鼻.

On placing the beginning of frame in a point of the surface, we 

obtain

dr =0, 7T1 = 7T2 = 7F3 = 7F4 = 0.

The forms cu1,^2,^3,^4 have become the mam ones and they de

pend only on two arguments u and v. Consequently, there are two 

linear dependences between them. Choosing them in the form

(3) cu3 =0, 3# = 0,

we have (dr,务：药)=0, that is, the vectors 死 and & will lie inside the 

tangent plane.

To continue the construction of the reper we differentiate (3) exter

nally, using (2),we obtain tu1 A + cj2 A 3货=0, (& = 3,4).
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Hence, according to the CartanJs lemma,

⑷ 3： = /多伊丿，鶴问=0, (a,/3,7 = 1,2, a,3,7 = 3,4).

Differentiating these differential equations externally, we obtain

⑸ (d縞3 - 4糸说 — 厶爲岫 + 얘) /\ 財 = 0.

Let us consider two linear elements

1. * (d) and 3。(衫)—0,
2. 3。筋 and 荧(&、) = 슈;.

Substituting them in (5), we obtain

⑹ (&% -胃37目-盅祁+应弦)=0

The following fixation is possible with the use of (6).

/糸 - 0,蜀2 = 03ii = 0, A^2 = 0,厶3 = 侦써2 = L

(9) 27T| — 7T3 = 0, 7砂=0, %4 = 0,2^2 —774—0,看=0, = 0.

From (4)

(8) = u;1, s* = 0, 3? = 0,展=3七

after applying the Cartan^ lemma, formulas (5) brought to the corre

lations.

— c曷—,
2场一她=4勺2 +矿3、

広=Biv1 + C 此

居=8初2+。*此

U»4 = —Cid1 + 瓦决，

3爵=-C^2+E*Cd\
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We differentiate (9) externally, using (2) and (8). Then, we have

(10)

(也4 一 - Ba籍 + 3厨 + (EE* + CC* 一 2BB*)cu2) A 次

+(cLB -- —瓦展)A ”丿2 = 0,

(dB* — B*uj\ - ^cu^Au;1+ 

(力技-4*城-+ 3厨 + (2BB* - EE* - CC^uj1) A 逞=0, 

(dB — - 以。彳)A + (d，C + Cujy — — 2(丸丿3 + ”丿：)A u? = 0,

(dC* + C*厨-B^l - 2G%； + M) A UJ1 

+(dB* - B*妍-(7*场)A w2 = 0,

(一dC + — —以；一(7u?3 + Ccjf) A 3户

+0E — Eu気 + Ciz)2 + 一Ecu* - EQ*) A ”丿2 = 0, 

0E* — £*3； + (7*必 一 E*遞 + EP?) A 以 

+(—dC* +。*访-E*成一頌 + C*3官-。*晚)Aw2 =0.

Hence, in a similar manner as above, we shall arrive at the following 

correlations for fixation of the rest of secondary forms.

(11)

6A — Att\ + STrj = 0, 

SB* - 8W" = 0, 

8C + 3CZ「； + 7「； = 0, 

6E 一 5」喝=0,

6B — = 0,

6A* - A^l + 3彼=0, 

况7* —3C*硬+宼=0, 

8E* 一 5E*材=0.

Using correlations (11), we carry out the following final fixation of 

the affine frame on the surface &

A = 0, B — 1,A* = 0,B* = 1,C = 0,(7* = 0,

(12) tt} = 0,7r| = 0/； = 0,7r| =0, 材=0,砖=0.

From (9) we obtain

Cl>2 = 3、 3? = u;2, 旎=EuP、以=EL】，

(13) 2td| — 3咎=3七 3務 一 3? = 3七
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Formulas (10), by virtue of (13) and (12), after applying the Cartan5s 

lemma, brought to the differential equations.

(14) 竣=厶鈕財，此=

(do not sum m a), where

(15)

(dE* + EL# + -矽財凱决+ 2E*禺水疽一 E*眉2，孫)A詩=0,

(d，E + Eid — 一 + 2£/j4j— E/*］］。')A 3? = 0,

^22 + ^41 = L ^il + /4旨2 = 1，^32 = 2厶：2 — L，여:L = 2厲1 — L

—3忍2 + EE* 一 盅1 + 3 = 0, —&4方 + EE* + 3 — A{2 = 0.

2. The basic theorem of the affine theory of surfaces in A4

As all the secondary forms have been 호educed to zero, the forms 
are the linear combinations of the forms cu1 and cj2, which are 

defined due to formulas (3),(8), (13) and (14). In these combinations 

the correspodmg coefficients satisfy not only correlations (15), but also 

the structural equations, which follow from (2). Let us notice that 

equations (13) are derived from (8), and (14) are derived from (13) by 

means of external differentiation.

Theorem 1. The surface S2 in A4 exists and is determined with 

arbitrariness of two functions of two arguments.

Proof. Differentiating (14) externally, we obtain

(16)

dA^x Aw1 + dA*2 Z# =

(2忍1 — + E*/% - 2厲1禺2 — 2/4"思2 — 2/為4如)次八"六

也4旨］A+丸4旨2 /\(决=
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（2A42 — A：】 + EA^1 — 24；2厶31 — 24切魄 — 24^고&2）。『 A 3', 

d4务 A cj1 + 也4玄 Au?2 = 

（1 + 2（-431 —厶；2）+ 4；2（2旎1 — 3禺1） + /%（】一厶"一4感1） 

一思1 + 為1 + 厲2厲1 + N 3%

也4：i A tu1 + N a? = （%4；2 +— 3厲］）

+^42 + EA*i — 4：고 （3」4& + -^22））^2 卜、、

/L4" Au；1 + dA^2 Acu2 = 

（T + 忍2 +&］ — 厶；2 _ 厶"/4；2 + 厲Mb）， 

涉厶方 A + 也여2，\ 拼 =

（—1 + 出2 — 厶方 + ^-41 — 厲2爲］. + 為호厶；：2）折2 A 3七

Thus, if the given functions

力如 曳2，思1’厶切^41? 4，，A方,厶如厶如，，4救，

厶鉛思2,玖EL

satisfy （15） and （16）, then affinity of the surface & in is given.

The definition of this surface is reduced to integration of the follow

ing quite integrable system of derivative equations

（17）

dr = 3、苴1 + 0；262,

de± =（厶"a】+ A}2^2）ei + u;2e2 + 3 亳3,

dC2 = 3七1 + （/4免］3，+ 4 壹23戸）^2 +

d& = + （/珞.3厂L + 厶言心丿勺切 + 3冒@3 + E*3、e4）

+ /4：2（决）药 + （/務以'+ /%，决）药 + EZp 离 + ^4^4） 

旎=2Al1cv1 + （2厶;2 — 1）3七

+ （24方—1）3【.

For the system （17） according to Bachvalov5s Theorem, we obtain 

that the arbitrariness of the existence of surface S2 in A4 is equal to 

two functions of two arguments.

Remark. The same arbitrariness is to be received on considering 

（15）-（16）.
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3. The focal(conjugate) lines on the surface &

The focal hyperplanes. Rationing of the vectors 63 and €4.

3.1. The focal straight lines l± and I2

We shall put

(18) 屁=(瓦务為)二 0,药為)

the tangent plane to & at the point A.

Let the point in L2 with the radius vecto호

(19) + 

be a focus, that is, describes a line with a tangent belonged to £2 along 

a (focal) line on & [8].Then (d又鬲&) = 0, which, by virtue of (1), 

(3) and (4),leads to the correlations.

(20) *七4為30 = 0, (a, /3 = 1,2; 3 = 3,4)

This system has the non-trivial solutions m «产 if and only if

det[xaAip]

_宀辱宀爲
= 藐웡] :A%

⑵-) = (/唸厶*2 ~，唸，4*1)紡새3

= (着两2 - 虎2路)(서)2 + (£曷2 - 屈偽)土2

+ (厲1，여2 —여1厲2)(。，)2 = 0.

Thus, to each point 工 e & in A4 the plane L2 correspond two focal 

lines and 以 The tangent line (focal or conjugate) at the point A on 

S2 corresponds to each of such straight lines by virtue of (20)
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3.2. The focal hyperplanes r| and r|

Let us take up the hyperplane at each point A e S2

(22) x :电a尸=0,

passing through Let this hyperplane be a focal hyperplane, that 

is, the plane containing which is near it along some (focal) line on 

& [8]- From d(X,角,药)=(...)%% +ivf(A,e&,e2) +c承瓦日,&) by 

virtue of (22), we obtain

(23) z&A 窈J3 = 0.

This system has the non-trivial solutions in(va if and only if

(24)

。毗眼4刼

=I £&4齐 垸必定4§2 ^^-^22

=(厶备4% ~走机4《2)处邛

= (-^11-^22 — 4；2善2)(。；3)2 + (시—4壹2 + ^22^11 ~ 肅驾厶&灯时堀

+ (^11^22 —水2厶；2)(04)2

=0.

Thus, to each point A e S2 in A4 correspond two focal (tangent) [이 
hyperplanes 戏 and 玲 which, by virtue of (20) and (23) contain L2 and 

L2 along the co호responding focal (conjugate) lines on S2 - In this case 

the plane L2 intersects with its contiguous L2 along the corresponding 

focal line on S2 with the tangent in the straight line la.

3.3. The characteristics of the fixation carried out
From (20) and (24) we notice that the following expression, will be 

the discriminant of these quadratic equations:

(25) △=(，珞4 壹2 —厲2眉1)2

— 4(^21^22 — 危고/绵2)(/珞4?2 — ^12^11)-
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In this paragraph one considers the case, when

(26) A^O

on. the surfase & m A4. In this case each of quadratic equations (21) 

and (24) will have two different solutions.

It fbllws from (21)-(26) that the fixation of the affine frame (r, 

of the surface & in A4, carried out according to formulas (7), is char

acterized by

k = (A ei), “2 =(工為)，

(27) 爲=莒,日,&為)，］畠=(工,&,药，為)

so that, the focal lines on S》are the coordinate lines and the corre

sponding tangents:

(28) h - / = 0, h •次=0.

3.4. Focuses on the straight lines Zi and

Let the points

(29) t — A -tei C ?i, t — A + rc2 € I2

be focuses of the lines l\ and I2 respectively. From (d£ 旬=0, (dr, & )= 

0 by virtue of ⑴,(3),(8) and (9), we obtain

(30) Zi + B*cv2) = 0,

tcu1 = 0,

I2 + Ccu2) = 0,

ru;2 = 0.

Hence, the following formulas are focuses and focal directions

(31) h :1) A： uA = &

2) = A —百® : u? = 0;

I2 ：1) A : = 0,

- 1 0
2) Ti = A-- —62 ： 3 = 0.
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It follows from (31) that by fixation (12) (B = 1, B* = 1) the 

vectors 日 and are normalized, so that the points

(32) 切=A — ei C Z],

= A — e2 E I2

are focuses of the rays li and I2 respectively. Under the circumstances, 

the case when B = Q (resp.B* = 0), the focus r\(resp.t\) is not an 

eigen point, that is, a congruence of the straight lines I2 (resp.li) is 

cylindrical, is taken out of consideration.

3.5. The characteristics of the hyperplanes r| and r|

Let the points

(33) Xi = A + xxex + x2e2 + x3ez e「歸

X2 — A + 서& + x262 + x4e^ G r|

be the current points of the hyperplanes r| and 1% 

From

(34) (d戈 1,=0, 0E,弓，&，為)=0

by virtue of (1),(3),(8),(9) and (27) we obtain

(35) x2u2 + 工3(_°加2 + = 0,

x^cv1 + x4(—Ctu1 + E詩、)=0,

respectively. It follows from (35) that the next cha호acteristics are the 

coresponding one of the co호responding hyperplanes along some lines:
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Table 1

for hyperplane I泠 for hyperplane *

1) = 0 / = x3C\ t4 = 0<=>

Pl = (A + 宙)

1) cj2 = 0 a;1 — x4C, 숴 = 0 <=>

p2 = (M 们，c& + 為)

2) cj2 — 0 护=0 帯

乙2 = (A鬲라) (玲尹0)

2) u;1 — 0 9〃 = o。

Li =(瓦瓦我)(Eg)

3) characteristic

element a;2 = x3 == 0 

h = (Aei) = Pi

3) charactenctic

element 숴• = = 0 <=> 

h = (A ei) = P2 n £2

4) E* = 0 x2 — C*x3 = 0, x4 = 0 

charactenctic element 

When 32 = 0 r?||(戏)’

4) E = 0 :사 一 Cx4 = 0, 숴 = 0 

charactenctic element

When 提=0 II (*)'

3.6. The hypercone K是

Let us take up the point with the radius vector

(36) X = A + xaea + o尸& 6

We 아ia，ll put

X2 = A + + x4e4 = Pr呉戈

Let the point X be such a point that Xi and describe the char

acteristics of the hyperplanes and r| along the corresponding lines. 

From (34), we obtain (35)

This system has the non-trivial solutions if and only if x1 satisfy the 

equation:

(38) 府:x^2 - Cx2x4 — - (EE* — CC*)xsx4 = 0.

Thus, the totality of all points X G A4, which are satisfied the point 

A E S2, so that the corresponding points (37) he inside the corre

sponding characteristical hyperplan.es I? and r|, forms a second order 

hypercone K? in A4 with the vertex at the point A. This hypercone is 

defined by equation (38).

hyperplan.es
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It follows from (38) that the plane

(39) r2 = (X &c* + 虱 c宙 + &)

is polary associated with the plane Lq in K?.

It follows from table 1 and (39) that after fixation (12) (C — 0, C' = 

0)

(40) pi =(瓦日,&), p2 = (A,e2,e^), r2 =(瓦虱甫

Hence,

(41) ^3 =(A,63)= Pl P|r2,

I4 =(X 64) = P2「、|「2・

Then the plane

(42)

can be clothings plane of surface & at a point A :

P2 Q L2 = A 7이J 此 = 厶4

Taking mto consideration (38) and C = 0 C* = 0, we notice that 

the hypercone K須 is defined by the equation

(43) 府:x1x2-EE^x3x4 = 0.

Theorem 2. The surface S2 in A4 of a class E = 0 (or E* = 

0) is characterized by that a hypercone Kg is degenerated into two 

hyperplanes

(44) 曷=3,&為，為)=侃〔户2,

Ll = 莒同, 或&) = 시、_丿「2.

Proof. From the equations (43), (41) and (42) the validity of 나le 

equation (44) follows.
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